Personal Statement
The proverb “To study with an aim of seeking knowledge and skills that will enable me to live a
meaningful life that is beneficial to the society and individual” has always been an inspiring
factor in my academic voyage. Medicine and its practical application has always been a major
interest in my life. I long to cure, treat, and hoard the lives of children, elders and women without
fretting about my knowledge precincts. I have gained abundant experience till date which set my
concerns and priorities on trail and bestow me with tools for becoming a keen doctor. My utmost
confidence of succeeding in the medical stream breeds with no hesitation as I endeavor and
breathe for knowledge.

For a number of times, I have observed the frailty of the otherwise vigorous existence of patients
owing to their physiological setting. The dreadfulness of seeing the ongoing decline of a resolute
life is purely beyond narration. However, I have chiefly mutated this terror into a drive behind all
my scholastic accomplishments and proficient practices. For me, triumph has simply one
connotation, that is, to disentangle the obscurities of the ailments persecuting human beings and
to contribute to my patients’ welfare.

I have worked for University Center for Cancer Research and have gained much insight about
the multitasking skills along with experiencing to work under anxiety and stress. I have also
experimented on diverse nanotechnologies to enumerate and analyze the protein aggregation in
living cells. Subsequent to being awarded as a National Merit Semi-Finalist, I become all the
more determined to pursue my dream of entering the medical field and excelling in the same. To
struggle to be amid the pinnacle of top hundred in my stream has often been my ambition. Over
the past few years, I have devoted all my gusto and power to my scholarly accomplishments, i.e.,
to my research and studies equally, for the manifestation of this objective.

In the course of my academic endeavors, I have not just set a stiff yet all-inclusive foundation in
medical surmise but have also urbanized a sound knack in meticulous yet bendable logical
judgment and methodical commitment. All through the classroom ponderings and discussions, I
could always sway my colleagues with my persuasive staging, precise and reasonable analysis

and thorough experimental figures. Besides that, I have also received universal recognition from
the professors and trainers who educated me.

With mounting age, I am now frequently assailed with the question of how I wish to
recommence the rest of my life. To numerous, this may seem intimidating, but since the time I
understood that there always will be a widespread need for assistance, my brain has been made
up. Whenever a teacher, analyst or any other figure whisk out this question, I respond back with
the only answer of becoming a doctor in the near future. I have spun my high school life around
this goal, since it is an ambition worth being put on a podium. Fledgling moment to now, I have
inundated my calendar with Pre-AP and AP lessons to create an extensive and firm knowledge of
an assortment of subjects.

I have cherished a long and profound desire for an opportunity to read in your respected
university. An opportunity to study in your revered institution will ensure that the qualities I have
will not only be fundamental for my career encroachment but will also be valuable to the larger
society sphere. I am constructing this application fully competent of meeting your demanding
academic standards out of my longing and drive to succeed in the future. Having understood my
passion and concern to join your medical school and my desire to excel in the respective field, I
hope you will acknowledge my application.

